International Action Weeks Against Racism
11th March to 6th April 2019
100 per cent human dignity – together against racism

The “International Action Weeks Against Racism” are part of a nationwide campaign of action demonstrating solidarity with the victims – and opponents – of racism. In November 2018, the Mayor of Dresden, Dirk Hilbert, called upon the people of the city to participate in the action weeks: “ Violence or equally inhuman verbal abuse towards those of different cultural origins or faiths which, in the opinion of some, do not belong here, are sadly still to be witnessed openly in Dresden. That contradicts the liberal democratic principles of our society and also taints the image of our city.”

It is thus imperative that we show what the majority of Dresdeners stand for:

Namely for peaceful coexistence and solidarity in a city in which all people can lead a secure life in dignity and justice, irrespective of their national, cultural, religious or social background. Our city must not be left to those who spread racism and discrimination, whether openly or covertly. It is essential for the future and for communal harmony in our city that we address racism and hostility towards individual groups within our community and consciously display our rejection of exclusion and discrimination.

A diverse programme of around 100 events has evolved in line with the motto “Europe chooses human dignity”. These events have been organised by a broad spectrum of associations, institutions, initiatives, democratic parties, action groups and individual citizens.

You are warmly invited to join us!
Monday, 11th March

6.00pm  Neues Rathaus, Plenarsaal, Rathausplatz 1  
👩 Event with sign language translation

Opening event of the International Weeks Against Racism in Dresden
Welcoming address by Mayor Dirk Hilbert, lecture given by Dr. Patrice Poutrus with discussion, followed by a reception with opportunities for further exchanges and networking in the foyer
Organiser: Bürgermeisteramt

4.00pm  Bibelhaus der Sächsischen Haupt-Bibelgesellschaft e. V., Kretschmerstr. 19

All under one heaven
Two exhibitions under one roof: “Why we came to Dresden” and “Biblical challenges in our dealings with strangers”

Email Event
Exhibition opening with lecture given by Dr. Timotheus Arndt.
Registration under: bibelhaus@t-online.de or 3 10 06 65
Organisers: Sächsische Haupt-Bibelgesellschaft e. V. in cooperation with Jüdischem Frauenverein Dresden e. V.

7.00pm  Staatsschauspiel Dresden, Kleines Haus, Glacisstr. 28

BELLA CIAO – An evening of cosmopolitan song with Ezé Wendtoin
Perform a popular hit of your choice and compete for the Golden Unicorn!

Email Event
Registration by 28th February to montagscafe@staatsschauspiel-dresden.de
Organiser: Montagscafé-Projekt der Bürgerbühne, Staatsschauspiel Dresden

Tuesday, 12th March

10.30am  Bürgertreff “Grunaer Aue”, Winterbergstr. 31 c

“Resistance against dictatorship”
Reading with contemporary witnesses, presentation of a new exhibition display

Email Event
Registration requested under: 2 63 21 38 or sigus-dd@t-online.de
Organiser: Sigus e. V.

6.00 to 8.00pm  reSOURCE Dresden GmbH, Bautzner Straße 145

Corporate jackets at Pegida demos? – How can companies respond?

Event suitable for children
Admission fee
Introductory presentation and panel discussion on prevention strategies and the scope for action on the part of company management

Registration by 5th March to: open-saxony@netzwerk-courage.de or by phone under 4 81 00 69
Organisers: Courage – Werkstatt für demokratische Bildungsarbeit e. V. and Wirtschaft für ein weltoffenes Sachsen e. V.

7.00pm WIR-AG, Martin-Luther-Str. 21
IUVENTA – Maritime Rescue – An act of humanity
Film presentation
Organiser: linksjugend [‘solid] Dresden

7.00pm Ev. Hochschule Moritzburg, Bahnhofstr. 9, 01468 Moritzburg
Yohannes. No walk in the park.
Exhibition opening
(photo exhibition open until 10th May 2019)
Organisers: Landratsamt Meißen, Ev. Hochschule Moritzburg; photographer: Inge Jann, Dresden

Wednesday, 13th March

6.00pm Filmgalerie e. V., Altenberger Str. 26
“I am not untouchable“ – film evening on the subject of antiromaism
Short films and moderated discussion on the discrimination of Sinti and Roma
Organiser: Politischer Jugendring Dresden e. V.

6.30pm Bibliothek Prohlis, Prohliser Allee 10
When the Americans liberated me and the Russians “saved” my life. Memories of the Second World War. Reading and personal recollection, discussion, presentation of contemporary witness accounts
Organiser: Gesellschaft zur Hilfe für Kriegsveteranen in Russland e. V.

7.00pm Garage Katharinenstr. 9
“Male Preserves” – documentary film by Anita Leyh
Followed by discussion with the director, representatives from the Stadtbezirksamt Neustadt and the initiative cinelokal
Organisers: Diakonisches Werk-Stadtmission Dresden e. V. and Stadtbezirksamt Neustadt

7.30pm Zentralbibliothek, 1st floor function room, Schloßstr. 2
Germanised – a reading with Allaa Faham from German LifeStyle
Reading, short film presentation and discussion
Organiser: Städtische Bibliotheken Dresden
Thursday, 14th March

8.30am  Zentralbibliothek, 1st floor function room, Schloßstr. 2
Germanised – a reading with Allaa Faham from German LifeStyle
_reading, short film presentation and discussion
Registration under: 8 64 82 33
Organiser:
Städtische Bibliotheken Dresden

11.00am  Bibliothek Gorbitz, Sachsen-Forum level 0, Merianplatz 4,
Germanised – a reading with Allaa Faham from German LifeStyle
Reading, short film presentation and discussion
Registration under: 4 16 34 16
Organiser:
Städtische Bibliotheken Dresden

6.30 to 9.30pm  Adventgemeinde, Poststr. 13, side entrance, basement
International cooking
Encounters and exchanges between locals and migrants while cooking together
Organiser:
Willkommen in Löbtau e. V.

7.00pm  Gedenkstätte Münchner Platz 3, conference room
Comic reading: Down with Hitler or why Karl didn’t want to be a bullying brownnose
Reading with the authors Hamed Eshrat and Jochen Voit, for adults and youths
Organiser: Gedenkstätte
Münchner Platz Dresden

Friday, 15th March

9.00 to 4.00pm  farbwerk e. V., Riesaer Str. 32
Workshop “Tolerance”
Further training series for teachers on dealing with stereotype conceptions of other cultures
Registration:
info@kolibri-dresden.de
Organiser:
Kinder- und Elternzentrum Kolibri e. V.

Saturday, 16th March

10.00 to 4.00pm  ver.di Bezirksverwaltung, Cottaer Str. 2
Facts not populism
Open workshop on flight and asylum
Registration: bz.swos@verdi.de
Organiser:
ver.di Bezirk Sachsen West-Ost-Süd

3.00 to 4.30pm  Scheunevorplatz, Alaunstr. 36-40
Dance without borders
Multicultural dance event for all to join in
Organiser: Jugendkunstschule (JKS) Dresden

3.00 to 8.00pm  SPIKE Dresden, Karl-Laux-Str. 5
Women’s World Café
World café with women on diverse topics (with buffet; child supervision available).
Registration under: 2 81 80 84 or kontakt@spikedresden.de
Organiser:
SPIKE Dresden Altstrehlen 1 e. V.
6.00pm Nazarethkirche, Gemeindesaal Altseidnitz 12
Documentary film on resistance in the church
Registration under: 2 63 21 38 or sigus-dd@t-online.de
Organisers: Sigus e. V. and Ev.-luth. Kirchgemeinde Dresden Gruna-Seidnitz

6.00 to 10.00pm Weltclub, Königsbrücker Str. 13, Intercultural music session
Concert by musicians and bands with a migration past
Organiser: Afropa e. V.

Sunday, 17th March
2.00 to 4.00pm Neustadt (see ticket for meeting point)
The freedom of those who think differently
City tour with a Syrian woman, spotlighting topics such as the right to free speech and prejudices against Arab women.
€ Registration at: https://querstadtein.org/tour/die-freiheit-der-andersdenkenden/
Organiser: querstadtein e. V.

Monday, 18th March
6.00pm WIR-AG, Martin-Luther-Str. 21
A critical perspective on Saxony’s deportation prisons
Report by state parliament member Juliane Nagel on the introduction and impact of detention pending deportation
Organiser: DIE LINKE Dresden

Tuesday, 19th March
4.00 to 8.00pm Neues Rathaus, Plenarsaal, Rathausplatz 1
Conference on TOGETHERNESS in the local society
Discussions with representatives of associations, religious communities, politics, authorities/world café
Registration by 28th February at: kieslich@caritas-dresden.de
Organisers: Caritasverband Dresden e. V., Liga der freien Wohlfahrtspflege and Stadtsportbund Dresden e. V.

7.30pm Apostelkirche (lower hall), Kopernikusstr. 40
What is the truth about refugee crime?
Police chaplain Christian Mendt presents facts on crime rates in
Saxony and offers to discuss the figures with interested listeners
Organiser: Evangelisch-Lutherische Laurenziuskirchgemeinde

5.00 to 7.00pm
SG Westhang Schreibwerkstatt Gorbitz, Mittelpunkt des DPBV e. V. in Sachsenforum, Merianplatz 1

Enduring, what and how much?
Text workshop on the handling of violations of human dignity
Organiser: SG Westhang Schreibwerkstatt Gorbitz

### Wednesday, 20th March

2.30pm
Bibliothek Neustadt, Königsbrücker Str. 26

Home can be everywhere
At home around the world with songs, dancing and tales. Event for children and parents
Organiser: Städtische Bibliotheken Dresden

5.00 to 7.30pm
Wir sind Paten Dresden
Bundschuhstr. 2, left staircase

Cooking in the café for all
Evening of cooking and encounters

_registration at: dresden@wirsindpaten.de
Organiser: Soziale Dienste und Jugendhilfe gGmbH; Project: Wir sind Paten!

7.00pm
WIR-AG, Martin-Luther-Str. 21

The NSU trial is over – but what about appraisal of the past?
Lecture and discussion with F. Burschel
Organiser: Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung Sachsen

6.00 to 9.00pm
Neues Rathaus, Plenarsaal, Rathausplatz 1

Municipal voting rights for all!
Lecture by Lajos Fischer and panel discussion on the (lack of) political participation for migrants who are neither naturalised nor EU citizens
Organisers: Integrations- und Ausländerbeirat and Dachverband Sächsischer Migrantenorganisationen e. V.

### Thursday, 21st March

6.00 to 8.00pm
Adventgemeinde, Poststr. 13

Meet-up for families
Open meeting for people with and without a migration past
Organiser: Willkommen in Löbtau e. V.

7.30pm
Zentralbibliothek, 1st floor function room, Schloßstr. 2

Among whites – What it means to be privileged
Reading with Mohamed Amjahid and subsequent discussion
Organiser: Städtische Bibliotheken Dresden
Fears about the “Islamisation of Europe”?
Lecture by religious studies scholar Florian Illerhaus looking at clichés and prejudices about Islam, with subsequent discussion
Organiser: Dresden für Alle, Club Passage

Friday, 22nd March

8.30am Zentralbibliothek, 1st floor function room, Schloßstr. 2
Among whites – What it means to be privileged
Reading with Mohamed Amjahid
Registration under: 8 64 82 33
Organiser: Städtische Bibliotheken Dresden

9.00 to 4.00pm farbwerk e. V., Riesaer Str. 32
Workshop “Ambiguity”
Further training series for teachers on dealing with stereotype conceptions of other cultures
Registration: info@kolibri-dresden.de
Organiser: Kinder- und Elternzentrum Kolibri e. V.

5.00pm ver.di Bezirksverwaltung, Cottaer Str. 2
ver.divers
Workshop on LSBTIQ* discrimination in the workplace and its effects on health
Registration: bz.swos@verdi.de
Organiser: ver.di Bezirk Sachsen West-Ost-Süd

Monday, 25th March

8.30am Bibliothek Cossebaude, Dresdner Str. 3
The foreign German: A reading with Umeswaran Arunagirinathan
Registration under: 4 53 70 41
Organiser: Städtische Bibliotheken Dresden

12noon Oberschule Weixdorf, Alte Dresdner Str. 22
The foreign German: A reading with Umeswaran Arunagirinathan
Registration under: 8 80 78 18
Organiser: Städtische Bibliotheken Dresden

2.30pm Volkshaus Laubegast, Laubegaster Ufer 22
When the Americans liberated me and the Russians “saved” my life. Memories of the Second World War. Reading and personal recollection, discussion, presentation of contemporary witness accounts.
Organiser: Gesellschaft zur Hilfe für Kriegsveteranen in Russland e. V.
5.00pm  Staatsschauspiel Dresden, Kleines Haus, Glacisstr. 28
**New Dresden sets its sails**
Building of a music pavilion with artist Raul Walch
Organiser: Montagscafé Projekt der Bürgerbühne/Staatsschauspiel Dresden

6.00 to 8.00pm  Netzwerk für Demokratie und Courage e. V. (NDC), Königswaldeistraße 7, 3rd floor
**Anti-racist education – Behind the scenes**
NDC welcome evening with presentation and discussion for all those interested in engagement for democracy and against racism
Organiser: Courage-Werkstatt für demokratische Bildungsarbeit e. V. (NDC)

6.00pm  Städtische Bibliothek Strehlen, Otto-Dix-Ring 61
**The value of words – a dramatic reading**
Reading of collected texts from the neighbourhood with musical accompaniment. Possibilities for discussion on exclusion and human dignity
Organiser: Kontaktstelle Kraitschgraben/VSP e. V.

7.00pm  Zentralbibliothek, 1st floor function room, Schloßstr. 2
**Try to understand the Germans: Reading with Firas Alshater**
Humorous look at Syrian and German peculiarities

8.00pm  Montagscafé im Kleinen Haus, Glacisstr. 28
**The war. The failure of the peoples.**
Dance collage on the subjects of exile, violence, flight and displacement
Organiser: Cellex Stiftung; project “Tango offen und bunt”

---

**Tuesday, 26th March**

8.30am  Bibliothek Klotzsche, Boltenhagener Str. 66
**Try to understand the Germans: Reading with Firas Alshater**
Humorous look at Syrian and German peculiarities
Registration under: 8 80 41 24
Organiser: Städtische Bibliotheken Dresden

11.00am  Zentralbibliothek, 1st floor function room, Schloßstr. 2
**Try to understand the Germans: Reading with Firas Alshater**
Humorous look at Syrian and German peculiarities
Registration under: 8 64 82 33
Organiser: Städtische Bibliotheken Dresden

7.00pm  Grüne Ecke, Bischofsplatz 6
**“The Authoritarian Revolt. The New Right and the Decline of the West”**
Book presentation and discussion with author Volker Weiß, Stephan Kühn (MdB) and Valen-

---

* Event with sign language translation
* Prior registration required
* Event suitable for children
* Admission fee
Wednesday, 27th March

1.00pm KIEZ – Kultur im Einkaufszentrum
Prohlis, Prohliser Allee 10
Zoomania
€ Play fair – films for democracy and tolerance, workshop and film discussion
Organisers: Objektiv e. V. in cooperation with Quartiersmanagement Prohlis and ZUHAUSE in Prohlis

Thursday, 28th March

5.00pm Soziales Beratungs- und Nachbarschaftszentrum “SEBLIA”, Rottwerndorfer Str. 5
Old home – New home
A man from Syria speaks about his home country and reports on his daily life in Dresden.
Organiser: Netzwerk “Leuben ist bunt”

7.30pm Adventgemeinde, Poststr. 13,
main entrance, 1st floor hall
Film “Prospect of staying, a powerful practice”
Documentation on the workplace integration of migrants from an anti-racist perspective, with discussion
(admission from 7.00pm, donations requested)
Organiser: Willkommen in Löbtau e. V.

Friday, 29th March

9.00 to 4.00pm Workshop “Empathy”
Further training series for teachers on dealing with stereotype conceptions of other cultures
Registration at: info@kolibri-dresden.de
Organiser: Kinder- und Elternzentrum Kolibri e. V.

7.00pm ÖIZ Dresden, Achterdeck, Kreuzstr. 7
Does capitalism need racism?
Discussion on the development of racism
Organiser: AG Visionen at attac Dresden

Saturday, 30th March

10.00am Dreikönigskirche, Jugendraum, Hauptstr. 23
1.00pm Asylum law in times of climate change (workshop)
Organiser: Grüne Jugend Dresden

10.00am Johannstädter Kulturtreff e. V., Elisenstr. 35
5.00pm Argumentation training:
Recognising and acting – handling right-wing extremism (workshop)
Registration by 26th March at: kontakt@johannstaedterkulturtreff.de or under 4 47 28 23
Organiser: Johannstädter Kulturtreff e. V.

2.00pm | Hörsaalzentrum TU Dresden
Bergstr. 64
**German and Muslim**
Lecture and relaxed question time on the daily lives of German Muslims in Germany
Organiser: Islamischer Hochschulbund Dresden

**Sunday, 31st March**

2.00 to 4.00pm | Neustadt (see ticket for meeting point)
**Dresden-Neustadt: A feeling of home**
City tour from the perspective of a Syrian woman. Places or arrival, encounter and faith. Information on life as a Muslim in Germany
Registration at:
https://querstadtein.org/tour/dresden-neustadt-ein-gefuehlt-von-heimat/
Organiser: querstadtein e. V.

5.00 to 10.00pm | Staatschhauspiel Dresden, Kleines Haus, Glacisstr. 28
**Open Montagscafé**
Intercultural get-together and discussion
Organiser: Montagscafé, Projekt der Bürgerbühne/Staatsschauspiel Dresden

7.00pm | Conni e. V. “Kontaktcafé für Geflüchtete”,
Rudolf-Leonhard-Str. 39
**Global factors – Global responsibility**
Lecture on routes and causes of migration
Organiser: Conni e. V.

8.00pm | AZ Conni,
Rudolf-Leonhard-Str. 39
**Far beyond borders – Dresden sends a rescue vessel to the Mediterranean**
Report with photos and video material on the association’s work in the Mediterranean
Organiser: MISSION LIFELINE e. V.

**Monday, 1st April**

5.00pm | Kreuzkirche (am Altmartk)
**Ecumenical peace prayers in memory of Jorge Gomondai**
Organiser: Ökumenisches Informationszentrum e.V.

5.00 to 10.00pm | Staatsschauspiel Dresden, Kleines Haus, Glacisstr. 28
**Open Montagscafé**
Intercultural get-together and discussion
Organiser: Montagscafé, Projekt der Bürgerbühne/Staatsschauspiel Dresden

**Tuesday, 2nd April**

6.00pm | Grüne Ecke, Bischofsplatz 6
**Racism in the youth scene: How are hate and harassment manifested in the city?**
Discussion with city councillor Tina Siebeneicher on daily racism, structural racism and what can be done against it
Organiser: BÜNDNIS 90/DIE
GRÜNEN Dresden

6.00 to 8.00pm Margon Arena, Bodenbacher Str. 154
Integration through sport
Information forum for sports clubs regarding the availability of grants for work with refugees and migrants.
Registration necessary at: t.trepte@ssb-dresden.de
Organiser: Stadtsportbund Dresden e. V.

Wednesday, 3rd April

4.30 to 6.00pm Ausländerrat (attic library), Heinrich-Zille-Str. 6,
Health is a human right ... also in Germany?
Interactive lecture on the discrimination of persons without documents and health insurance in the German health system
Organiser: Medinetz Dresden e. V.

7.00pm Deutsches Hygiene-Museum, Lignerplatz 1
Deborah Feldman and Simon Strauß
€ Reading from the series “Face to Face” on the search for identity and the handling of religious dogmas
Organiser: Deutsches Hygiene-Museum

7.00pm Filmgalerie Dresden e. V. Altenberger Str. 26
Film on bourgeois resistance during the NS period with subsequent film discussion
Registration requested under: 2 63 21 38 or sigus-dd@t-online.de
Organisers: Sigus e. V. and Filmgalerie Dresden e. V.

7.00pm Deutsch-Russisches Kulturinstitut e. V., Zittauer Str. 29
Human dignity in the multi-ethnic state of Russia – the example of the Evenks
Exhibition opening with lecture
Organiser: DRKI e. V.

7.30pm Städtische Bibliotheken Dresden Zentralbibliothek, Schloßstr. 2
Max Czollek: Integration – Racism – Disintegration
Reading and discussion on the integration narrative and racist exclusion
Organisers: Zentrum für Integrationsstudien TU Dresden, Städtische Bibliotheken, HATiKVA e.V.

8.00pm AZ Conni, Saal, Rudolf-Leonhard-Str. 39
What can be done against the shift to the right?
Lecture by Sebastian Friedrich on the rise of right-wing populism and possible counter-strategies.
Organiser: AZ Conni

Thursday, 4th April

6.00 to 8.00pm Adventgemeinde, Poststr. 13, side entrance, basement
Meet-up for families
Open meeting for people with and without a migration past
Organiser: Willkommen in Löbtau e. V.
Friday, 5th April

11.00am Zentralbibliothek, 1st floor function room, Schloßstr.2
Poetry slam
Four young slammers meet in front of a youth audience for a poetry battle on the subject of anti-racism
Organiser: Städtische Bibliotheken Dresden/Zentralbibliothek

1.30 to 6.30pm
GEW-Büro Dresden, Cottaer Str. 4

4.00pm Deutsch-Russisches Kulturinstitut e. V., Zittauer Str. 29
Handicrafts in other cultures (workshop for children)
Making Evenk masks with artist Kondakov
Organiser: DRKI e. V.

6.00 to 10.00pm SPIKE Dresden, Karl-Laux-Str. 5,
Understanding each other: Afghanistan
World café on topics such as life and values
Registration under: 2 81 80 84 or kontakt@spikedresden.de
Organiser: SPIKE Dresden, Altstrehlen 1 e.V.

Saturday, 6th April

10.00am to midnight scheune Dresden, Alaustr. 36-40
MusicMatch – Music for a New Society
€ Conference and festival on the question of the society in which we live and what music can contribute.
Organiser: scheune e. V.

2.30 to 4.30pm Jorge-Gomondai-Platz
Colourful threads for tolerance and humanity
Photo project
Organiser: SPD-Fraktion Dresden

5.00pm Jorge-Gomondai-Platz
Public remembrance of Jorge Gomondai
Memorial events with laying of flowers
Organisers: Ausländerrat Dresden e. V. and Vorbereitungsgremium zum Gedenken an Jorge Gomondai
7.00pm Garage Katharinenstraße 9, Film “Somewhere in Nowhere” by Firat Tas & photo exhibition “Between Loneliness and Hope” by Elena Pagel
Short documentary film, exhibition and discussion on the handling of loneliness as a refugee
Organisers:
Diakonisches Werk – Stadtmission Dresden e. V., Elena Pagel

led to lifting of the ban on so-called “mixed marriages”.

€ Admission from 7.30pm
Organiser: Jugendkunstschule Dresden /Club Passage

12th, 19th, 26th March and 2nd April
7.15 to 4. GS Rosengarten, gymnasium
9.00pm Löwenstr. 2
Capoeira
Integration through sport
✉️ Registration under: 32 33 59 42 or
budo.club.dresden@icloud.com
Organiser: Budo-Club Dresden

13th, 20th, 27th March and 3rd April
7.00 to Adventgemeinde, Poststr. 13,
9.00pm German in the basement
Integration through language
Organiser: Willkommen in Löbtau e. V.

13th, 20th, 27th March and 3rd April
6.30 to Sport & Tanzstudio Dresden,
7.30pm Saydaer Str. 6, 1st floor
Zumba®Fitness integration
Integration through sport
Registration under: 32 33 59 42 or
budo.club.dresden@icloud.com
Organiser: Budo-Club Dresden

15th, 22nd, 29th March and 5th April
3.00 to Malterstr. 18
4.45pm Football as a link between refugees and the neighbourhood
Organiser: Willkommen in Löbtau e. V.

Events by prior arrangement

Stadtarchiv,
Elisabeth-Boer-Straße 1
Foreign in Dresden
Educational offer for school pupils on interactions with foreigners and the challenges of migration on the basis of historical documents from the city archives
Registration at:
stadtarchiv@dresden.de
Organiser: Stadtarchiv

Recurring events

11th, 12th, 13th March
8.00pm Club Passage,
Leutewitzer Ring 5,
Film “Loving” (Jeff Nichols, 2016)
Drama based on actual events surrounding a court case which
15th, 22nd, 29th March and 5th April

3.00 to 6.00pm  
Löbtop e. V., Deubener Str. 24,  
Open sewing workshop for participants with and without a migration past  
Organiser: Willkommen in Löbtau e. V.

16th, 17th, 23rd, 24th, 30th, 31st March and 6th April

2.00pm  
Gedenkstätte Münchner Platz 3, conference room  
Information on use of the complex during the NS dictatorship, the Soviet occupation and the early years of the GDR  
Organiser: Gedenkstätte Münchner Platz Dresden

19th, 26th March

4.00 to 6.00pm  
Outlaw gGmbH, Demokratie-training, Wachsbleichstr. 65  
Democracy training for children: Fight like Mahatma Gandhi (workshop)  
Organiser: Johannstädter Kulturtreff e. V.

25th, 26th, 27th March

8.00pm  
Club Passage, Leutewitzer Ring 5,  
“Hidden Figures” – Film (Theodore Melfi, 2016)  
Film about institutional racism in the USA shortly before the passing of the Civil Rights Act (1964)  
€  
Admission from 7.30pm  
Organiser: Jugendkunstschule Dresden/Club Passage

Exhibitions

7th January to 31st March

“I dream of Syria – drawings and objects by refugee children in Lebanon” by David Adam  
❖ Part of a project and workshop offer for schools  
Bibliothek Neustadt, Königbrücker Str. 26  
Opening times: Mon-Wed & Fri 11am to 7pm, Sat 10am to 1pm

11th March to 6th April

Stories in pictures  
Moussa Mbarek illustrates the topics of displacement, human rights and asylum.  
Neues Rathaus, Dr.-Külz-Ring 19, Geschäftsbereich Umwelt und Kommunalwirtschaft, 1st floor, room 012
11th March to 6th April

Migrants in pictures
Bibliothek Strehlen, Otto-Dix-Ring 61
Opening times: Mon 10am to 6pm, Wed 12noon to 6pm, Fri 10am to 6pm

11th March to 6th April

Migrants in pictures
Bibliothek Gorbitz, Sachsen-Forum, level 0, Merianplatz 4
Opening times: Mon & Fri 10am to 6pm, Tue & Wed 12noon to 6pm, Sat 9am to 1pm

12th to 15th March

All under one heaven
☆ Two exhibitions under one roof: “Why we came to Dresden” and “Biblical challenges in our dealings with strangers”
Bibelhaus der Sächsischen Haupt-Bibelgesellschaft e. V., Kretschmerstr. 19

For further details, see the entry for 11th March, 4.00pm
Registration requested for school classes and groups at: bibelhaus@t-online.de

12th to 22nd March

Exhibition “How could things come this far?”
Presentation with new displays on resistance and civil courage
Nazarethkirche, Altseidnitz 12
Daily except Sunday, 3.00 to 6.00pm

12th March to 10th May 2019

Yohannes. No walk in the park.
Photo exhibition by Inge Jann
Ev. Hochschule Moritzburg, Bahnhofstr. 9, 01468 Moritzburg

Events outside the period of the International Weeks Against Racism

8th April 2019

5.00pm Neues Rathaus 1, Plenarsaal, Rathausplatz 1
☆ Roma in Europe: A history of exclusion and displacement.
Where do Sinti and Roma come from? With which life situations are they confronted?
Lecture with report on personal experiences by Samir Bekir; accompanying cultural programme
Organisers: Integrations- und Ausländerbeauftragte in cooperation with Gruppe gegen Antiromaismus
Organisers

- Afropa e. V.
- AG Visionen at attac Dresden
- Altstrehlen 1 e. V. – SPIKE Dresden
- Ausländerrat Dresden e. V.
- AZ Conni
- Bildungsgewerkschaft GEW Sachsen (REFAMI)
- BÜNDNIS 90/DIE GRÜNEN Dresden
- Bündnis gegen Rassismus
- Budo-Club Dresden
- Caritasverband für Dresden e. V.
- Cellex Stiftung, project “Tango offen und bunt”
- Club Passage
- Connie e. V.
- Courage-Werkstatt für demokratische Bildungsarbeit e. V. (NDC Sachsen)
- Dachverband Sächsischer Migrantenorganisationen (DSM)
- Deutsches Hygiene-Museum Dresden
- Deutsch-Russisches Kulturinstitut e. V.
- DIE LINKE Dresden
- Diakonisches Werk-Stadtmission Dresden e. V.
- Dresden für Alle e. V.
- Elena Pagel
- Ev.-Luth. Kirchgemeinde Dresden Gruna-Seindritz
- Ev.-Luth. Laurentiuskirchgemeinde Dresden-Trachau
- Evangelische Hochschule Moritzburg
- Filmmusik Dresden e. V.
- Fotografin Inge Jann
- Gedenkstätte Münchner Platz Dresden
- Gesellschaft zur Hilfe für Kriegsveteranen in Russland e. V.
- Grüne Jugend Dresden
- Integrations- und Ausländerbeirat der Landeshauptstadt Dresden
- Integrations- und Ausländerbeauftragte der Landeshauptstadt Dresden
- Islamischer Hochschulbund Dresden
- Johannstädter Kulturtreff e. V.
- Jüdischer Frauenverein Dresden e. V.
- JugendKunstschule Dresden
- Kinder- u. Elternzentrum “Kolibri” e. V.
- Kontaktstelle Koitschgraben
- Landratsamt Meißen
- Laurentiusgemeinde
- Leuben ist bunt
- Linksjugend (‘solid) Dresden
- Medinetz Dresden e. V.
- MISSION LIFELINE e. V.
- Montagscafé
- Moussa Mbarek
- Mittelpunkt des DPBV e. V.
- Netzwerk “Prohlis ist bunt”
- Objektiv e. V.
- ÖIZ-Ökumenisches Informationszentrum e. V.
- Politischer Jugendring Dresden e. V.
- Quartiersmanagement Prohlis querstadtein e. V.
- Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung Sachsen
- Sächsischer Flüchtlingsrat e. V.
- scheune e. V.
- Sächs. Haupt-Bibelgesellschaft e. V.
- SG Westhang Schreibwerkstatt Gorbitz
- Sigus e. V.
- Soziale Dienste u. Jugendhilfe gGmbH
- SPD-Fraktion Dresden
- Staatsschauspiel Dresden - Bürgerbühne – Projekt Montagscafé
- Stadtvormund Dresden
- Stadtarchiv Dresden
- Stadtbezirksamt Dresden Neustadt
- Stadtsportbund Dresden e. V.
- Städtische Bibliotheken Dresden
- Verband binationaler Familien und Partnerschaften, ifa e. V.
- ver.di Bezirk Sachsen West-Ost-Süd
- Verbund sozialpädagogischer Projekte – VSP e. V.
- Vorbereitungskreis des Gedenkens an Jorge Gomondai

Event with sign language translation
Prior registration required
Admission fee
The International Weeks Against Racism in Dresden are kindly supported by the Foundation for the International Weeks Against Racism.

What exactly is racism?

Racism is a specific form of inhumanity and discrimination.

Racism is understood to describe negative and derogatory attitudes and actions towards another group of people. Social, cultural or even physical characteristics are arbitrarily associated with primarily negative traits, aspects of behaviour or abilities.

The objective of racism is to preserve power structures and privileges, and to legitimise their unequal distribution. Racism is manifested in many ways, whether in the form of everyday negative bias and exclusion, on the level of individual attitudes and prejudices, as institutional discrimination, e.g. on the job market or in administrative practices, right up to personal insults, derision and violence.

Organisational note:

The International Action Weeks Against Racism in the City of Dresden comprise a series of independently organised events for which thanks are due to many separate organisers. Responsibility for the content of individual events lies with the respective organisers. They are correspondingly responsible for all organisational matters as well as for the content and statements conveyed through their events. The opinions expressed are not always those of the City of Dresden. The City of Dresden here acts solely as a coordinator and assumes no responsibility for activities which are not organised by municipal institutions under its control.

The organisers reserve the right to make use of their legal entitlement to impose house rules and thereunder to exclude or deny access to their events to persons who belong to right-wing extremist parties or organisations, can be viewed as belonging to the right-wing extremist scene or have already in the past drawn attention to themselves through racist, nationalist, anti-Semitic or other contemptuous statements or language.

Events with sign language translation:
If translation is needed, please contact us by e-mail by 1st March at the latest: iwgr@dresden.de
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